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ABSTRACT
This document provides some minimal guidelines (and requirements) for writing a research paper. Issues
related to the contents, originality, contributions, organization, bibliographic information, and writing style
are briefly covered. Evaluation criteria and due dates for the research paper are also provided.
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I. INTRODUCTION

data, it has become difficult to retrieve the needed
and

concise

information.

Automatic

text

Text summarization is a method to produce a concise
and important piece of information from a larger set

summarization caters to the very need of the time.

of text which can be a text document, an article or a

summary. First Division, which categorizes the

blog. Text Summarization aims to provide a summary

summarization approaches, is based on the content of

of given text while preserving its information and

the summary produced. There are two approaches-

intent. The summary is a small piece of information

Extraction and Abstraction [2]. As the name suggests,

that describes a set of paragraphs or documents.
Summary generated is generally less than forty

Extraction is domain independent, it mainly aims at
finding out the important sentences and later

percent of the original text data and it should be

presenting a set of important sentences as Summary.

even less than that in the case of large datasets. The

On the contrary, Abstraction is domain dependent, it

summary should retain the important data present in

processes

the document, should be controllable, short and
succinct. Summarization of text data is done in many

sentences are prepared by understanding the content,
also considers human knowledge by preparing the

ways depending upon the various parameters based

goal to produce a summary.

There are methods, which are helpful to produce a

the

available

information

and

new

on the position and format of words and sentences.
Automatic Text Summarization [1] accumulates the

Applications of Text Summarization: Automatic text

data from several documents to present the final

summarization has many important applications.

shorter piece of information as a result, which is
shorter, informative and preserves the real intent of

One of the important application is in Medical area,
where a lot of unclassified information is available

information. These small summarized versions save

and many times a medical associate is required to

valuable time by presenting unambiguous important

find about some information specific to a medical

information. With the increasing amount of digital

condition for research or diagnostic purpose from the
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II.

large heap of documents. Finding out relevant

RELATED WORK

information involves the reading of numerous
records.

A lot of good work has been done on the text

Summarization specifically personalized to the

Summarization. In most of the Summarizers,

medical area is very useful, as it not only saves time

Sentences are considered as a feature vector[] and

but increases the efficiency of a medical expert.In
legal processes, a typical case study involves

various algorithms are applied depending upon the

consideration of loads of information consisting of

distribution and the type of data. Apart from the

law expertise books and numerous related previous

sentence related data other features include the

judicial case studies, thus leading to an overload of

structure of the document and popularity of the

information. The legal experts perform a tedious and
responsible task, their time and resources are

content. Most of the work has been done in the
extraction domain, but various different ideas have

expensive. To find out an important piece of

been explored like multiple document summaries,

information unambiguously and in less time is

language based summarizers etc. In 1955, Henry

desirable to cater the needs of fast and correct court

Peter Luhn, IBM inventor first published a paper

decisions. For Research Purposes, hundreds of

entitled „A new method of recording and searching

research papers need to be considered in any
research domain to find out a specification. In this

information‟ (Luhn, 1953) [3]. He developed many
Information retrieval applications. Later in 1969,

way to know what lies inside of the paper,

Edmundson described a new extraction method

researchers need to read more than the abstract but

based on extraction using three components:

less than the paper, so summarization may be applied

pragmatic words(cue words), structural indicators

to get the customized summary of the content by
applying the desirable method. On the internet,

and topic heading words[4]. In 1980‟s AI methods

documents

and

problem/patient‟s

position of Sentences, Vocabulary intersections, title

Summarization is used in multiple applications.

came into existence for summarization using hybrid
approaches for different types of summarization i.e.

Various newspaper sites and related apps provide

multiple documents, multimedia etc. One of the

everyday news with the use of summarization in

applications is KWIC (Keyword in Context) by using

order to save time and space while keeping the

three fundamental elements: Keyword, title, and

important key information. Mainly editorials are
summarized while keeping the intent of author

context. In the last two decades various new and
hybrid methods have been described. TextRank[5],

intact. Further, there are also applications for mobile

cluster based[6], Rhetoric based[7], Topic models[8],

devices like smart phones, tablets etc. they include

ILP based method[11] etc.

small screen area and time available to read. In the
corporate world, „meeting minutes‟ need to be read

In an Abstractive domain, as new sentences need

in small time and associated documents need to be
looked into before next meeting without the help of

to be designed, it needs a deeper analysis of the

human and other resources. For blind people, a lot of

understanding of the text by linguistic methods[9] to

time can be saved by readers while reading to them

provide an interpretation to match the level of

by giving them an important piece of information

human generated summary. There are two main

instead of the whole document. The paper is

approaches for doing this i.e. structure based and

structured as follow: Section 2 gives an insight into

semantic

the related work done in text summarization. Section

approach, most weighted data is encoded by

3 gives an overview of automatic text summarization.

cognitive schemas[10]. Structures such as a tree,

Section 4 concludes the paper and gives the future

ontology, lead and body phrase structures are the

scope in this research area.

schemas mostly used for structured approach. In the
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text

based

information.

approach.

It

In

involves

Structure

35

an

based

second approach, semantic based uses a Natural

6) Proper noun [19]: Source document sentences,

Language generation system to process the semantic

which include proper nouns, are assumed

information to categorize the grammar variants such

suitable for the final summary.

as noun and verbs by processing linguistic data. To

7) Proximity [19]: To identify relations among

achieve a true abstractive summarization is still a

words or entities, distance between them is

dream.

considered an important factor.
8) Similarity: To find out the relevance of a

III.

OVERVIEW OF AUTOMATIC TEXT
SUMMARIZATION

sentence in a document we calculate similarity
among sentence and other sentences of the
source document.

A. Features
In order to decide the degree of importance a

B. Summarization Approaches

sentence to include or exclude from the final
summary formation, a list of features used by the

The summarization can be performed on single
documents and multiple documents as well.

researchers are listed below:


Single Document Summarization: In single

1) Term Frequency [19]: Frequency of a word is
measured for the whole source document. Then,

document summarization[16], one source
document is analyzed and processed to generate

the scores are assigned to each sentence based

a quality summary. Both the approaches,

upon the number of frequent words belonging to

extractive as well as abstractive can be applied on

the particular sentence. Sentences with highest

a single text document.

weights are considered for final summary. TF
IDF is widely used for calculation of word
frequency.



Multi
Document
Summarization:
Multi
document summarization is a technique which
involves the information extraction from more

2) Location: In a text document, the position of a

than one document. Multiple source documents

sentence also tells about its relevance in the

are analyzed and evaluated to generate an

summary. While calculating the weighted Score

important

of a sentence certain sentences are weighted

information. Multiple document summarization
[17] technique came after single document

higher than others.
3) Cue Method:

and

non-redundant

piece

of

Sentences including words that

summarization to cater the needs when we need

adds to limitations or advantages of the content

to concise data, which is distributed in multiple

are

files. News on the internet is based on the web

weighted

high

i.e.

“in

summary”,

“significantly”, “describes” “concludes” are cue

based clustering systems.

words.
4) Title/ Headline[20]: words included in the topic
or theme of the content are considered relevant.

C. Methods
Two methods, extractive and abstractive are

Sentences which includes these words are

discussed here.

assumed to be important for the summary. Some

1) Extractive Summaries

constant weight
calculation.

Extractive summaries are simple to form as they only

is

added

while

weight

include few important sentences from the text

5) Sentence Length[19]: Number of words in a

document. They decide the importance of sentences

sentence defines the length of sentence, which is

in a document and decides to include the most

a factor in deciding sentence relevance in the

informative sentences, paragraphs etc. in the final

final summary.

summarized result.
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2) Abstractive Summaries
Abstractive

summaries

Machine Learning Technique

1) Semantic and Syntactic Analysis
are

prepared

with

a

Rule-based technique is used to find and present the

combination of newly formed sentences by analyzing

association among different sentences by applying on

a set of important information. New formed sentence

source content for text summarization. These can be

should be coherent and complete. Abstractive
summaries are generated by proper understanding

categorized as following:

the source document and then forming new



Graph Representation

sentences. It produces a representation of internal



Lexical Chains

semantic details, then uses the natural language



NLP (Natural Language Processing)

techniques for the final summary generation.

D. Types

The

graph

representation

is

done

during

summarization by lexical graphs, sentences are

Query based summaries and generic summaries are

represented as Weighted graphs, unweighted

the two types of summarization types.

graphs, graph matching etc are tasks performed
during summarization process.

1) Query Based Summaries
In Query based summaries [18]; the final summary is



generated based on query raised by a user. This
technique can be applied on the single document as

Lexical chains are used for building chains of
identified units for summarization with the help
of co-reference chains and lexical semantics etc.



Natural Language information processes language

well as multiple documents. The relevance of a

data to extract information also uses part of

sentence for the final summary result is calculated
based upon the frequency of words in a document. A

speech for summary production. There are two
techniques for summarization under Natural

sentence in the original document, which includes

Language Processing listed below:

the keywords provided in a query by the user, is

1)

Plain text Summarization

scored high than others. Sentences with the high

2)

Multilingual Summarization

scores are suitable for final summary.
2) Generic Summaries

In Plain text summaries, resultant summary is in
the same natural language but in multilingual text

Generic summaries provide a complete review of the

summarization [21] resultant summary may be in

source document unlike query based technique only

one of the languages in which sources are written or

caters to the query of the user. For the content

may be a totally different language. It came into

overview, generic summaries are suitable. This aims

existence in 2005. Evans (2005) described the need of

to identify the key topics and decrease the
redundancy to a possible minimum.
Generic

summarization in a particular language from
different sources available in different languages.

summaries categorize and describe the main idea of
the source content.

This technique is still in research stage but it has
features that are very useful in news reporting where

E. Summary Techniques
Four

well-known

techniques

data is combined from different foreign news
are

used

summarization.


Semantic and Syntactic (Rule-based)



Statistical Technique



Clustering Technique
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agencies and summarized in language used in a
region.
2) Statistical Technique

37

For extraction of relevant information, some systems

is provided to sentence based upon its position in

use Statistical Techniques. This technique uses

the text. This method is also known as position

statistical methods generally applied with Binomial

method.

Distribution, sentence compression and calculated

c) Log Linear Models : Osbrone (2002) described

scores. This technique is used by Hidden Markov

the Log Linear model approach[28] for the plain

model.

text summarization. This approach is different
than the previous approaches which always

Conroy and O‟Leary [24] employed statistical

assumed feature independence. The system

technique by hidden Markov model approach for

showed that this approach is better than naïve

summarization of plain text documents. A sequential

Bayes classifier approach.

Model was prepared for the evaluation of local
independence.

d) Neural Networks : Svore (29) produced an
algorithm based upon neural networks and used
the third party features like dataset to resolve the

This system has three key parameters as the length

problem of extractive summarization.

of the sentence in processing, the position of the
sentence in document and likeliness of key terms in

F. Comparative Study

the sentence being evaluated.

As Text summarization first approach came in the
1950s since then many new approaches and

3) Clustering Technique

techniques have been implemented and exercised.

When multiple objects are grouped together based

Different techniques involve a specific set of feature

upon their properties and characteristics, this process

selection and the content on which the algorithm is

is termed as Clustering[6]. A cluster consists of the
objects having similar properties. In text

applied, We have done a comparative analysis of few
techniques in the table listed below:

summarization, we use clustering to group similar
type of sentences together. In a document different

Author/Y

topics are arranged in a specific ordering. In this

ear

Method

Features/

Technique

Summariz

Content

Used

ation

Selection

technique, firstly clusters are generated and then

Approach

sentences are selected. The sentence is also chosen
based upon the location or position of the sentence

1995

algebraic

like

using a

Extractiv

Julian

method

length,

naïve-

e

Kupiec[25

the

bayes

Summariz

in a document. A score of a sentence increases if it

]

position

classifier

ation

has multiple occurrence hence higher probability of

of words,

selection in the final summary.

uppercase
words

4) Machine Learning Technique
Automatic text summarization can be effectively

1997

algebraic

the

Rich

Extractiv

ChinYew

method

position

Features

e

of

and

Summariz

sentences

decision

ation

Lin[41]

done by Machine learning techniques. Some of the
machine learning approaches are discussed as follows.
a) Naive Bayes Approach : Kupiec (25) described a
method

for

summarization

in

which

a

trees
1999

symbolic

concepts

NLP

Single

Eduard

word

relevancy

processing

Documen

Hovy[31]

knowled

t

ge

Summariz

classification function known as naïve Bayes

ation(A)

classifier is used which is responsible for the each
sentence to be a part of the summary.
b) Rich features and Decision Trees: Lin and Hovy

2005

Text pre-

Keywords

used

Abstracti

S.P

processin

Extractio

neural

ve

Yong[42]

g and

n

networks

Summariz

(27) used “sentence position” in which a weight
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subsyste

Summary

m

productio

the source document based on top scoring Sentence-

ation

ranking

n

method.

Although,

By

performing

Automatic Text Summarization to get a gist of the

1984

Coheren

similarity

lexical

Single

input

Ruqaiya

ce

chains

cohesion

Documen

Hasan[43]

relation

interpreted summary is not yet fulfilled, but by

t

text

documents

equivalent

to

human

ation(A)

improving the existing algorithms, the value of
evaluation metrics is increasing. With the rapid

Summariz
1988

Tree

to encode

RST

Abstracti

increase in the electronic data on internet and less

William

based

the

(rhetorical

ve

time to read the documents based on a similar topic

C.Mann

terminal

structure

Summariz

[44]

nodes of a

theory)

ation

has called a need to design accurate and efficient

1997

Saliency

rank the

Ranking

Extractiv

Multi- document summarization systems. As
research on text summarization started 50 years ago

Branimir

based

important

algorithm

e

and a lot of work has been done in the extractive

Boguraev[

content

sentences

Summariz

area in both the single and multiple document

45]

characte

tree

ation

domains but there is still a long path to cover in this

rization
2010

rhetoric

candidate

RST

Abstracti

Li

relations

sentence

(rhetorical

ve

Chengche

structure

Summariz

ng [46]

theory)

ation

Xiaojun

used

The two-

Graph

Multiple

Wan in

graph

link graph

based

Documen

2008 [47]

based

for both

method

t

used

method

sentences

Summariz

graph

and

ation(A)

based

document

method

s

field. Abstractive summarizers aim to import more
information in a single sentence rather than include
the sentence as a whole.
Multi-document
Abstractive Summarization is the area which is
needed to be explored.
Over time, attention has drifted from summarizing
scientific articles to news articles, electronic mail
messages,

advertisements,

and

blogs.

Domain

by

associated summarizes can be a solution to get more

introduci

accurate summaries. Medical and Legal matters
domain can be highly benefitted from this area of

ng
2012

Sentence

Logical

Sentence

Multiple

Tiedan

closeness

closeness

Co-relation

Documen

Zhu [48]

Paramet

to

Method

t

er

document

research even if they focus only on small details
related to a general summarization process and not

Summariz

on

building

ation€

summarization system.

IV. CONCLUSION

an

entire

domain

dependent
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